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About Techila Technologies
Techila Technologies Ltd. is a provider of distributed computing middleware and management
solutions, and a pioneer in cloud-powered high-performance computing. Our financial industry
customers include central and national banks, leading investment banks, asset managers, and
insurance companies.
The Techila solution brings rocket speed to computing. It is designed to save the time of business
users and IT experts, to solve challenges related to parallel application development and
deployment, and to speed up the idea-to-deployment cycle.
The solution is built around a patented autonomic computing technology, which creates a selfmanaging and scalable computing service and execution environment. This technology enables
enterprise customers to manage the computing power available in their current and future
computing servers and clusters, and even to include capacity from the company’s trusted cloud
providers. Techila supports the Windows and Linux operating systems. It enables the enterpriseready secure integration of hybrid cloud IT, and cloud bursting into the leading public cloud
platforms Amazon EC2, Google GCE, and Microsoft Azure.
Business users of Techila can deliver faster and better-quality results when solving even the most
challenging and complex business-critical problems. Techila integrates directly with the customer’s
favorite computational tools, with no need to redesign applications and codes. It comes with
productized support for MATLAB®, Python, C/C++, C#, R script, and a range of other popular
environments.
Techila eliminates performance barriers and improves productivity across the enterprise. It is a
multi-tenant solution with a priority and policy-based framework. Built-in security features enable
the establishment of a single platform to serve multiple business lines and applications, from
research and development functions to the front office and all the way to applications run as a web
service in an SOA environment.
When using Techila, a company no longer needs to suffer from opportunities missed because its
users were unable to compute fast enough. Visit us on the Internet and find out how your business
can benefit from rocket-speed computing.
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1 Introduction
Over the last couple of years, Techila Technologies has noticed a shift in perceptions of the use of
cloud-based processing as part of enterprise IT. As both cloud service offerings and understanding
of the cloud have matured, interest in clouds and the exploration of suitable uses for cloud-based
processing has grown and evolved. The cloud is no longer seen as just a substitute for on-premises
datacenters. It is viewed as a technology which can empower IT to support business in various
scenarios and enable services that were neither feasible nor possible until now.
Techila Technologies has noted that the financial services industry, also known as the FSI, has
recently been highly interested in exploring the benefits of cloud-based processing. Continuously
growing computational needs may be one of the reasons for this. Regulatory requirements are a
particular headache in many organizations. Similar observations have been reported by Excelian
Limited. In Excelian Technology Spark, Q1 2015, Excelian’s Ian King writes that general acceptance
of cloud computing and the exploration of suitable uses for it have grown and evolved, particularly
around burst capabilities in the risk calculation space. Techila Technologies is of the same opinion.
In this benchmark experiment, first run in 2014, Techila Technologies’ goal is to provide customers
with an easy-to-understand analysis and benchmark, which answers questions on the performance
and cost of computing in leading clouds. Because FSI customers have been interested in exploring
the possibilities of benefitting from cloud-based processing in their businesses, the current test
round will focus on analyzing how well equipped the leading clouds are to respond to needs arising
from computational business scenarios in the FSI, and how well clouds perform in real-world usecases implemented in popular environments, such as Python, C/C++, C#/ .NET, MATLAB and R script.
The findings will be compared to a reference server environment set up on a Linux cluster provided
by CSC. This benchmark experiment is not being sponsored by any vendors.
A range of benchmarks and analysis reports are available on processor types and data transfer
speeds. While such reports are great, based on conversations with customers Techila Technologies
notes that users feel that FLOPS/ USD or Gbps/ USD or memory/ USD do not always translate directly
into performance in real-world application scenarios. In response, our benchmark uses real-world
business use-cases from the industry.
Techila Technologies would like to thank all of its partners and the companies that contributed to
the development of the test suite. To hear more about how Techila can bring rocket speed to
computing in your business, contact us using the contact details on Techila Technologies’ website,
at www.techilatechnologies.com or email us at sales@techilatechnologies.com.
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2 Tests
2.1 Test Suite
Design approach
Techila Technologies has built the test suite for this benchmark test round using application usecases from industry customers who have wanted to contribute to this cloud benchmark experiment.
The customers are from the leading financial institutions, investment banks, central and national
banks, and insurance companies.
Some of the application use-cases selected to the test suite are computationally embarrassingly
parallel and some of them utilize inter-node communication to improve the efficiency of the
problem solving.
Based on Techila Technologies’ experience Python, C/C++, C#, MATLAB and R script are widely used
modeling environments in FSI. These are also the environments, which the contributing industry
customers have used in the development of their application use-cases.
Case
Portfolio Analytics
Machine Learning
Option Pricing
Backtesting
Derivatives Pricing
Fitting A Pricing Model
Data Driven Insurance Risk Simulation
Econometric Forecasting
Portfolio Simulation

Programming Language
Python
C++
C#
MATLAB
MATLAB
MATLAB
MATLAB
Dynare/ MATLAB
R

Table 1 Test suite

Comparability of results
When Techila Technologies published the previous Cloud Benchmark Report in 2014, some of the
readers asked if they could run the test suite also in their own on-premises datacenter. They were
interested in seeing how the tests perform in a conventional server infrastructure, so that they could
compare their existing systems with cloud infrastructures.
Because the test suite is built of real business use-cases from financial institutions, Techila
Technologies must treat the applications confidential.
In order support comparability of results with on-premises infrastructures, this time Techila
Technologies run the tests also in a reference server environment provided by CSC. The
specifications of the reference servers can be found in Cloud Platform Specifications, Chapter A.2 of
this report.
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2.2 Methodology
The test methodology was selected to support
analysis of the computing performance of different
cloud platforms.
In Finance, as in other modern industries, many
computational
applications
use
stochastic
processes. Because of this, the computational
processes have a nondeterministic nature.
Randomness can cause results, which could make
objective comparison in benchmark test results
difficult.

Project
A computational problem created by an End-User. In this
report, a Project is an individual run of a test case.
Job
A Job is a unit of a computational Project, which can be
executed independently.
Server
Techila Server software running on a computer in the
computing environment. Techila Server’s responsibilities
include management of available resources and
scheduling the Jobs.
Worker
Techila Worker software running on a computer in the
computing environment. Techila Worker is responsible of
execution of Jobs.

To enable objective comparison of results, Techila
Technologies’ test team removed the randomness This report uses Techila distributed computing solution’s
terminology. For a comprehensive description of the
from the test runs (Projects) by fixing the seed terminology, please refer to “Techila Fundamentals”
numbers. The team also designed the tests in a way, document.
which uses fixed run order for computational tasks
(Jobs). These gave the team the possibility to repeat identical tests on every platform. Test team
decided also to run the tests with possible multithreading functions disabled.
The test runs were orchestrated using Techila distributed computing middleware, which provides
autonomic deployment and management of the computing environment.
The Techila distributed computing middleware enables repeating the tests in any target
environment without redesign, and its self-management features provide an easy deployment of
applications in large-scale distributed computing environments. Techila supports ad-hoc and
variable usage patterns with several clouds, and in on-premises environments, which makes it useful
in all target environments; clouds and reference servers.
If the Project required data, the data was transferred to the computing environment before the test
was started. The purpose of this was to eliminate the effect of possible connection issues, other
network traffic, and bandwidth between the data sources and the clouds. For the same reason, if a
test application required any runtime components, Techila’s automatic configuration features were
used to transfer them to the cloud in advance, before starting the tests.
When selecting the storage options, a local disk was preferred for the installation of Techila Worker
software. If this was not available, a network block device such as Amazon EBS (Elastic Block Store)
was used as the disk.
For the reliability of test results, the test team repeated each test case several times. If the results
were consistent, the results were accepted, and metrics were recorded for this report. If there was
an insignificant difference in the metrics, the best metrics were recorded for this report.
The execution of computational workloads in a Techila environment is on native level. The
computation does not happen inside Techila. Techila starts and monitors the computational
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process, which means that the use of Techila’s execution platform does not cause overheads to the
actual computing.
If the test team noted any interesting results in a test run, which they were not able to explain
immediately, the team performed further analysis to identify possible causes for the observed
phenomena. An example of phenomena, which required further analysis, were inconsistencies
between the performance of the Linux and Windows operating systems in Chapter 3.6.

2.3 Platforms
This benchmark test round included resources from the three leading public cloud platform
providers: Microsoft, Amazon Web Services, and Google. In addition to the public cloud platform
providers, a reference server environment was also included in the study. The servers were set up
on a Linux cluster in CSC’s datacenter.
All the public cloud platforms included in this benchmark round offer a rich availability of different
cloud instance types. In this benchmark, Techila Technologies’ team decided to select two instance
types from each vendor, whenever there were applicable instance types available. This was to see
the performance of high-end instances compared to other possibly interesting offerings.
Specifications of the tested instance types and the specifications of the reference servers are
presented in Cloud Platform Specifications, Chapter A.1.
In this report we will use following abbreviated names for the computing platforms:
Abbreviated name
AWS
Azure
CSC
GCE

Full name
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud EC2
Microsoft Azure
CSC - IT Center for Science, Taito cluster
Google Compute Engine

Table 2 Abbreviations used in the document
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2.4 Cost of computing
In the Cloud Benchmark Report published in 2014, Techila Technologies reported complexities
related to comparing the cost of computing in different clouds: Cloud platform providers have a
different billing granularities and billable states of cloud services are not standardized. More
detailed information about pricing in the included cloud platform environments is included in
Chapter A.2 of the Appendix A Cloud Platform Specifications.
As a rule of thumb, cloud platform providers bill for the time, when the services are in a “running”
state, but the definition of “running” varies. In HPC scenarios where the deployments consist of a
large number of cloud resources, this variance gets amplified. AWS has the lowest granularity billing
model of the cloud platforms included in this benchmark test round. In AWS invoicing is rounded up
to a full hour. Azure has the finest granularity, where billing is implemented per minute, rounded
up to the nearest minute. GCE is billed per minute, too, but the minimum billable amount is 10
minutes.
Because of the differences in the service billing models, estimating the actual cost of cloud
computing requires understanding the requirements of business. Workload patterns, Service Level
Agreements (SLAs), organizational structure, and regulatory requirements set the framework in
which the cost of cloud computing needs to be estimated. If the demand for computing resources
is highly variable, the overheads and an unideal billing granularity or a vendor with unideal billable
states can have a dramatic effect on the TCO. When cloud is made an integral part of enterprise IT,
and resources from a cloud become a standard building block of the infrastructure, cost differences,
characteristics in service provisioning, and differences in performance will accumulate and even
small differences can have significance.
Many cloud providers also offer discounts for users who have sustained use, sign up for a capacity
plan, or sign up for the service with a monetary commitment. Customers who do this can save
money when they trade off some of the elasticity. The cost estimates included in this report are
based on standard list prices valid at the date of this report. The prices used in this report are
presented in Appendix A Cloud Platform Specifications, Chapter A.2.
Because the workload patterns and business requirements are unique to each company, Techila
Technologies’ team decided to focus in this report on the cost of actual computing only. This process
is described in Cloud Platform Specifications, Chapter A.2. This simplifies the comparison of the cost
of computing in different clouds, and the reader can quickly identify the platforms, which could be
worth a more detailed total cost-of-ownership (TCO) simulation.
In the end of each test case there is a figure, which presents the price/ performance of different
cloud instance types in effective computing use. An estimate of the actual TCO of cloud-based
processing can be calculated by simulating the company’s computational system workload model
using this data, and adding possible platform-specific overheads to it. An overhead, which can be
worth noticing when design cloud-powered infrastructures to support business, is the time to
prepare an operating system. Preparing a Windows operating system takes longer than preparing a
Linux-based system
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In the 2014 benchmark test round, Techila Technologies’ team noticed inconsistencies in
provisioning of cloud-based services. In the course of this year’s test round, Techila Technologies’
team noticed these inconsistencies had largely vanished from all clouds. Despite of this improved
capability to meet fluctuating demands of modern business, Techila Technologies still does not
recommend considering cloud as a source of unlimited elasticity. Facing the limits of elasticity can
mean that IT can’t meet the SLA offered to the business, and it can mean reduced efficiency of the
system utilization, thus causing an increased cost.
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3 Hands on
3.1 Portfolio Analytics, Python
Portfolio Analytics is done by quantitative analysts who
want to look into portfolios using performance attribution,
portfolio profiling, and risk parameters.

Software used in Portfolio Analytics, Python
Python 2.7.3
Additional modules:

This test case is a Python code, which analyses the client’s
portfolios, and deconstructs their sources of return. One of
the key motivations for including this use-case in the test
suite was to investigate the performance of different
platforms in Python-based computing. Techila Technologies
has noticed that the scientific Python ecosystem is maturing
fast and many customers in Finance see that Python is an
appealing alternative for MATLAB, because it’s free, open
source, and becoming increasingly powerful.

math
sys
numpy
pandas
datetime
time
statsmodels
sklearn

Figure 1 Time used in computing in Portfolio Analytics, Python

When the test team ran this test case in Python environment on different platforms, they observed
dramatic differences in performance between different operating systems. This is illustrated in
Figure 1 above. The time used in computing is presented in “wall clock time”, which is the actual
amount of time taken to execute the test case. This is equivalent to timing the test case with a
stopwatch.
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The computing took 140-416% longer in Linux-based systems than in systems with Windows
operating system. The team was surprised by the fact that all cloud instances types with Windows
operating system, including the older Compute Optimized AWS c3.8xlarge instances, outperformed
the reference servers, which was the highest performing Linux system.
When this phenomenon was noticed, Techila Technologies’ test team analyzed the detailed
execution statistics for the test Projects. In some other test cases, for example in Econometric
Forecasting presented in Chapter 3.8, the team observed that Jobs were not able to utilize processor
resources efficiently, which reflected bottleneck in the system’s I/O handling capacity. However, in
this test case, the processor utilization metrics were high, which means that the performance here
was not affected by possible I/O bottlenecks.
The team suggested that the reason for lower performance in Linux environments could result of
Linux implementation of the Python libraries used in this application: math, sys, numpy, pandas,
datetime, time, statsmodels, sklearn. If the native parts of these libraries in Linux include less
efficient algorithms than their Windows implementations, performing the same operation in Linux
will take more time. In large scale simulations, even small effects can get amplified and have a
significant impact on the overall performance.
The price/performance graph below displays how the performance of each instance type compares
when the instance price is taken into account.

Figure 2 Price/performance of computing in Portfolio Analytics, Python
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3.2 Machine Learning, C++
Based on Techila Technologies’ observations, many banks
have developed their quantitative libraries in C/C++, and are
now extending them with Machine Learning (ML)
implementations. Bloomberg, for example, has developed a
ML solution, which addresses market demands and shows the
probability of selling a specific volume at a specific price, the
expected cost of liquidation and maximum volume, and the
expected days to liquidate a specific volume.

Software used in Machine Learning, C++
GCC 3.0
Microsoft Visual Studio 2010
Additional libraries:
None

This ML test uses a compute-intensive code, which is implemented in C++ language. Techila enables
execution of ML in an environment, which is aligned with the organization’s governance, risk
management, and compliance requirements (IT GRC). This use-case was considered to be relevant
also in this benchmark test round, as financial engineers are interested in possibilities to benefit of
ML techniques in interacting with the market.
The ML algorithm is used for uncovering multivariate associations, either with classification or
regression tree ensembles, from large and diverse data sets. It natively handles numerical and
categorical data with missing values, and potentially large quantities of non-informative features
are handled gracefully utilizing artificial contrast features, bootstrapping, and p-value estimation.

Figure 3: Time used in computing in Machine Learning, C++

In this Machine Learning case, all instance types delivered performance figures, which were logically
hand-in-hand with the instance type’s technical specifications. The differences observed between
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Windows operating system and the Linux-based systems could be explained by the compilers’ ability
to optimize the code for each operating system platform.
Before running the tests, the test team would have expected the newer generation Compute
Optimized AWS c4.4xlarge instance to perform significantly better than older but still popular
c3.8xlarge instances. The team was surprised, when they saw that the performance of AWS
c4.4xlarge was only a little bit better than AWS c3.8xlarge. The performance difference between the
different instance types was greater even in Azure, despite the fact that both Azure instances were
relatively new instance types.
In this test case the Linux-based cloud server instances performed well compared to the reference
servers. In fact, AWS Compute Optimized server instance c4.4xlarge with Linux was even slightly
faster than the reference servers with Linux.
The price/performance graph below displays how the performance of each instance type compares
when the instance price is taken into account.

Figure 4. Price/performance of computing in Machine Learning, C++
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3.3 Option Pricing, C#
One of the key motivations for including this use-case in the
test suite was to investigate the performance of different
platforms in C# simulations. Based on Techila Technologies’
observations, many banks have developed their own
quantitative libraries in C/C++. A recent trend has been
increasing interest towards using C#, because it’s as powerful
as C++ and easy to integrate with Excel and database systems
and the interoperability with other Microsoft products.

Software used in Option Pricing, C#
Microsoft Visual Studio 2010
.NET Framework 4.5
Additional libraries:
None

In this test case, the team decided to focus on running the tests on Windows operating system only.
There is a open source implementation of Microsoft's .NET Framework available, Mono, which
would enable running C# applications also in Linux-based. The team decided not to use the Mono
solution in this benchmark experiment, because using Mono would have added another layer to the
software stack. Being able to analyze the platform’s computing performance would require an indepth analysis of the Mono layer’s possible effect. This was not in the scope of this test round.
Because of this reason, the tests on the reference servers with Linux were not executed for C# case
either.

Figure 5. Time used in computing in Option Pricing, C#

When looking at the performance metrics, we can see that Azure A11, which is a so-called Compute
Intensive instance, performed better in this test case than Azure D14 Optimized Compute Instances.
This is in line with Kenaz Kwa’s post in Windows Azure blogs, but the size of the gap between the
instance types was a surprise to the team. In AWS the difference between different Compute
Optimized instance types was much smaller in this test case.
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Another interesting observation is that in the Machine Learning test case, which was implemented
in C++ (Chapter 3.2), AWS with both Windows and Linux was faster than Azure, and GCE with Linux
performed well too, but in this Option Pricing use-case, the Azure A11 was a clear winner. Based on
this Option Pricing test, the team suggests that Microsoft has been able to optimize its Common
Language Runtime (CLR) for Azure. This would be logical because C# was originally developed by
Microsoft within its .NET initiative.
The price/performance graph below displays how the performance of each instance type compares
when the instance price is taken into account.

Figure 6. Price/performance of computing in Option Pricing, C#
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3.4 Backtesting, MATLAB
The use-case consists of a computationally intensive
MATLAB code, which is used in backtesting of financial
models. The code was designed to run directly on MATLAB
without need for additional MATLAB Toolboxes.

Software used in Backtesting, MATLAB
MATLAB R2013b 64bit
Additional toolboxes:
None

Figure 7: Time used in computing in Backtesting, MATLAB

The reference server environment was clear winner compared to any clouds, including cloud
instances with Haswell processors. The statistics recorded for the reference servers in this test were
impressive. Comparing the performance of AWS, Azure and GCE Linux instances with the
performance of the reference servers shows that clouds are significantly slower in this test case, 68244%.
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Figure 8. Price/performance of computing in Backtesting, MATLAB
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3.5 Derivatives Pricing, MATLAB
The goal of derivatives pricing in Finance is to determine the
fair price of a given security. The securities can be plain
vanilla and exotic options, convertible bonds, or something
else.

Software used in Derivatives Pricing, MATLAB
MATLAB R2013b 64bit
Additional toolboxes:
MATLAB Parallel Computing Toolbox Version 6.3

This test comprised of solving a computationally intensive
problem related to pricing exotic derivatives. The model
was implemented in MATLAB using the standard libraries of
MATLAB, and functions from MATLAB Parallel Computing
Toolbox (PCT).

Figure 9. Time used in computing in Derivatives Pricing, MATLAB

When running the tests, Techila Technologies’ team recorded performance statistics, which were
well aligned with the hardware specifications of the instances types within each cloud vendors’
offering.
An interesting observation, which the team made from the test results is the good performance of
Azure in this test case. Azure A11 and Azure D14 are older generation Sandy Bridge processors and
AWS c4.4xlarge and GCE instance use Haswell processors. Despite of this, the Azure instances can
deliver very competitive performance in this case. Only the reference servers being faster.
The team suggests that a possible reason for this can be the unsuitability of this test case for
architectures using hyper-threading (HT). Internet forums include discussions where users have
reported that PCT operations do not always perform ideal on HT’ed platforms. A possible solution
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to overcome this limitation would be to rewrite the code’s PCT operations with equivalent
operations available in Techila SDK.
The price/performance graph below displays how the performance of each instance type compares
when the instance price is taken into account.

Figure 10. Price/performance of computing in Derivatives Pricing, MATLAB
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3.6 Fitting A Pricing Model, MATLAB
This use-case is about estimating a financial multiparameter
model, used in pricing of financial instruments. The problem
consists a MATLAB model for option pricing, and daily data. In
this use-case, there is a dataset, which consists of data from a
long time period. The model is implemented in MATLAB and
used functions from MATLAB’s Financial Toolbox and Statistics
Toolbox. The model fitting can be done for each data point
separately, which enables data parallelism.

Software used in Fitting A Pricing Model,
MATLAB
MATLAB R2013b 64bit
Additional toolboxes:
MATLAB Financial Toolbox Version 5.2
MATLAB Statistics Toolbox Version 8.3

Even if the problem was data parallelizable, it was not embarrassingly parallel. This was because of
a state synchronization operation, which was related to the process. This requires either
implementing collecting of intermediate results to the user’s computer and performing a
synchronization procedure there, or implementing communication directly between the
computational tasks.
Because this benchmark experiment is implemented using Techila distributed computing
middleware, the state synchronization between Jobs was easy to implement using Techila’s new
Interconnect feature. The Techila Interconnect is a light weight technology, which is designed to
enable easy implementation of parallel workloads in standard environments such as MATLAB, R,
Python, C/C++, C#/ .NET and Java. It offers fast communication between Jobs without need to use
Message Passing Interface (MPI) or Jini. It also adds new features to parallel computing, such as
communication between Jobs implemented in different languages and easy Detaching and
Attaching of Projects. With the help of Techila Interconnect it is possible to extend the benefits of
Techila distributed computing middleware from embarrassingly parallel problems to parallel
problems, and enhance the performance of interconnected problems such as evolutionary
optimization algorithms in a distributed computing environment.
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Figure 11. Time used in computing in Fitting A Pricing Model, MATLAB

In the team’s opinion, the most interesting results in this Model Fitting use-case were observed in
AWS with big hyper-threaded many-core AWS c3.8xlarge instances.
The team started the AWS tests by running the tests in an environment, which was built of AWS
c4.4xlarge instances. In this system, they observed that the application performance on Linux
Workers was slightly better than on Workers running Windows operating system.
After the AWS c4.4xlarge tests the team moved to tests in a system with AWS c3.8xlarge instances.
AWS c3.8xlarge are an older but still popular instance type that uses Sandy Bridge processors
running at a lower clock-speed than the AWS c4.4xlarge. The team expected that the performance
of the older generation system would be lower than the performance of the AWS c4.4xlarge Haswell
system. On the other hand, because the AWS c3.8xlarge uses twice as big many-core processors,
there was an assumption that this could be an advantage to the AWS c3.8xlarge.
What the team did not foresee was that the relative gap in computing performance between
Windows operating system and Linux would be significantly different. In the AWS c4.4xlarge system
the performance difference between Windows operating system and Linux was less than 1%. But in
AWS c3.8xlarge the performance difference was stunning 54%.
When the team noticed that the radical differences in performance, they retrieved the detailed
execution statistics for the test Projects. The performance statistics showed that the Jobs’ utilization
of processor capacity in all environments was high. Based on this, the team was able to make an
assumption that the performance problem is not related to I/O access. If there would be a
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bottleneck in I/O access, the CPU would be idling, which would reduce the Job’s ability to utilize
processor capacity efficiently.
After this, the team run the same Jobs on the same virtual machines, but setting Techila to a mode
where it does not assign more than 16 Jobs to each host. As presented in Appendix A Cloud Platform
Specifications Chapter A.1, AWS c3.8xlarge has 16 physical cores, which have been HT’ed to make
it 32 CPU cores. In this new run, the performance of the AWS c3.8xlarge system with Windows
operating system increased to a level, which aligns with the results of this Model Fitting test in other
AWS systems.
Based on this test, the team assumes that the AWS c3.8xlarge system sets limitations for the
scalability of the computing performance inside a physical processor. The team makes a guess, and
says that the there is something in the design of AWS c3.8xlarge host, which does not work well
with Windows operating system in this MATLAB use-case. Because Techila makes the processing
scale across many physical processors, limiting the use of hyper-threading will make the
performance constraint vanish.
Whether the root cause in this case is in an operating system driver or in locking system
components, can’t be said for sure based on this analysis. What can be confirmed is that in this case
AWS c3.8xlarge performs in this test case significantly better when running Linux.
Even if we can say that limiting the number of Jobs assigned to AWS c3.8xlarge instances solves
problem, this can’t be considered as a very feasible solution. Limiting the number of Jobs doubles
the system’s cost/ performance index, and would make c3.8xlarge expensive to use.
When looking at the performance metrics and cost/ performance diagram, we can see that AWS
c4.4xlarge and GCE n1-standard-16 can offer a great cost/ performance for users, who are doing
model fitting on Linux. Because they are Linux-based platforms, this could also make them
interesting platforms for implementing burst capabilities to the reference servers included in this
test.
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Figure 12. Price/performance of computing in Fitting A Pricing Model, MATLAB
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3.7 Data Driven Insurance Risk Simulation, MATLAB
This use-case is an insurance risk simulation, which includes
analysis of hundreds of input files, which comprise a socalled stochastic dataset.
In this use-case the algorithm and data were both
parallelizable. When executed using the Techila distributed
computing middleware, the application was able to benefit
of both data parallelism and task parallelism at the same
time, which made the performance well scalable.

Software used in Data Driven Insurance Risk
Simulation, MATLAB
MATLAB R2013b 64bit
Additional toolboxes:
MATLAB Parallel Computing Toolbox Version 6.3

The test case was organized in a way where data files were
transferred to each Worker before starting the tests, as
described in Chapter 2.2. The purpose of this was to eliminate the effect of possible connection
issues, other network traffic, and bandwidth between the data sources and the clouds.

Figure 13. Time used in computing in Data Driven Insurance Risk Simulation

When executing the tests on different platforms, the test team noticed that in this Data Driven
Insurance Risk Simulation case the computing performance on Linux-based environments was
consistently better than Windows operating system, but also that it is possible that larger manycore instances are not as ideal for I/O-intensive use-cases as smaller multi-core instances. This usecase highlights also the benefits of fast SSD drives to computing.
AWS c3.8xlarge uses older processors than AWS c4.4xlarge. The AWS c3.8xlarge processors use
Sandy Bridge, which is also used in Azure A11. On the other hand, AWS c3.8xlarge instances have
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the most processor cores of the instances included in this benchmark test round. This is twice as
much as what the other instances have. The AWS c3.8xlarge has 32 HT’ed processor cores. Because
of this, we could expect the performance of the AWS c3.8xlarge system to be relatively close to
Azure A11.
When looking at Figure 13 we can see that AWS c3.8xlarge is significantly lower in this Data Driven
Insurance Simulation test case than other instances.
Because this test case is an embarrassingly parallel problem processing a set on independent input
files, increasing the number of simultaneous processes on an instance will also increase the number
of simultaneous I/O operations. Because of the design of this test case, the I/O in this use-case
consists of file access operations. When we use many-core instances with a large number of CPU
cores, the increasing file access operations can increase the probability of file locks and other file
system related bottlenecks. On the other hand, the reference-server beating performance recorded
on Azure D14 running Linux can be explained with fast SSD drives, and good adaptation of the
operating system’s drivers for them.
In this data driven simulations, the increasing data parallelism starts loading the host’s operating
system and file system, and at one point they become a bottleneck for performance. Because of
this, the team suggests that users would use Techila distributed computing middleware to identify
and select the ideal degree of parallelism for their infrastructure, and consider using a larger fleet
of smaller CPUs than smaller fleet of big and possibly HT’ed many-core processors.
The price/performance graph below displays how the performance of each instance type compares
when the instance price is taken into account.

Figure 14. Price/performance of computing in Data Driven Insurance Risk Simulation
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3.8 Econometric Forecasting, Dynare
This test comprised of simulating a macroeconomic DSGE
model (Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium), which was
implemented using Dynare. Dynare is a software platform
that runs with MATLAB to solve, simulate and estimate
macroeconomic models.
The DSGE methodology attempts to explain economic
phenomena, such as economic growth, business cycles. It
looks also at the effects of monetary and fiscal policy, on the
basis of macroeconomic models derived from microeconomic
principles.

Software used in Econometric Forecasting,
Dynare
Dynare 4.3.3
MATLAB R2013b 64bit
Additional toolboxes:
MATLAB Statistics Toolbox Version 8.3

A large panel of applied mathematics and computer science techniques are internally employed by
Dynare: multivariate nonlinear solving and optimization, matrix factorizations, local functional
approximation, Kalman filters and smoothers, MCMC techniques for Bayesian estimation, graph
algorithms, optimal control, etc. Various public bodies (central banks, ministries of economy and
finance, international organizations) and some private financial institutions use Dynare for
performing policy analysis exercises and as a support tool for forecasting exercises.
This Econometric Forecasting test case was implemented in Dynare 4.3.3. The test case was run in
MATLAB environment. In addition to MATLAB’s standard functions, the test case used also methods
from MATLAB Statistics Toolbox. Because of the design of this application, each Job of related to
the application generates a large amount of temporary data. Because of this, the team expected I/O
capabilities of the Worker platforms to play a significant role in the overall system performance.
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Figure 15. Time used in computing in Econometric Forecasting, Dynare

When executing the tests on different platforms, the test team noticed that in this Econometric
Forecasting the computing performance on Linux-based environments was consistently slightly
better than Windows operating system. The team suggests that this difference could happen if
Dynare algorithms used in this Econometric Forecasting test case are more optimized for Linuxbased platforms.
When comparing the performance of cloud instances and the reference servers, we can see the
superior performance of the reference servers. Even the best performing cloud instance type, the
AWS c4.4xlarge with Linux, performed 40% slower than the reference servers in this high disk I/O
use-case. Even the high specification processors of AWS c4.4xlarge or SSD drives on Azure D14 can’t
compensate the gap.
The test team makes a guess that the reference servers’ excellent performance in this test case
could be related to possible I/O latencies caused by virtualization technologies used in the clouds.
The team has met engineers from manufacturing companies, who have run engineering simulation
tools in the cloud. If the engineering tool’s solver has loaded the I/O, the performance of the tools
has not been as good as the hardware specifications would promise. The team suggests that
constant writing and rewriting of files in this Dynare DSGE simulation could cause a similar
phenomenon.
Other interesting observations can be made by comparing the performance of the AWS c4.4xlarge
and AWS c3.8xlarge, and Azure A11 and Azure D14:
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In several MATLAB use-cases in this benchmark round, there is a clear difference in the performance
of different AWS instances, but in this case which is implemented in Dynare running on MATLAB,
the difference is quite small, especially on Linux. This could indicate that the algorithms of Dynare
can benefit better of hyper threaded architectures than MATLAB’s standard functions.
The statistics from Azure A11 and Azure D14 show that the performance of this Econometric
Forecasting use-case is better on Azure D14 instances than on compute-intensive Azure A11
instances. This is contrary what the processor specifications presented in Appendix A Cloud Platform
Specifications Chapter A.1 would suggest.
When the test team analyzed the detailed execution statistics for the test Projects, they noticed
that the processor utilization was not consistent between Azure D14 and Azure A11. When the
application was run in a system using Azure D14 instances, it was able perform the Dynare DSGE
simulation efficiently. In an Azure A11 environment the processor utilization statistics remained
lower.
Based on their analysis, the test team says that the unideal processor utilization of Azure A11 in this
case can be because of its conventional drives for temporary data storage. In this Econometric
Forecasting test case, Jobs are generating large amounts of temporary data. Azure D14 uses fast
SSD drives for temporary data. The SSD drives are able to keep up with the pace of I/O operations,
whereas the conventional disks of Azure A11 become a bottleneck for the system’s performance.
Techila Technologies’ test team says that this test case highlights the importance of understanding
the capabilities of the cloud instances. The abstraction and automation in clouds makes it easy to
deploy virtual machines with different processor capabilities and mount media to them. Because of
the abstraction it is easy to forget that after all clouds are built of hardware with physical constraints,
just as the computers on the user’s desk. The more disk I/O operations the use-case has, the more
relevant it is to keep an eye on the system’s configuration of OS Disk, Temporary Storage Disk and
Data Disks.
The price/performance graph below displays how the performance of each instance type compares
when the instance price is taken into account.
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Figure 16. Price/performance of computing in Econometric Forecasting, Dynare
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3.9 Portfolio Simulation, R
This Portfolio Simulation test case uses a highly computeintensive code, which is implemented in R programming
language. This use-case was already seen in Techila
Technologies’ cloud benchmark experiment in 2014, where
the tests were executed in R version 3.0.2. The team decided
to use the same R version also this year, because it will enable
comparison between the data on this test round and the test
round of 2014.

Software used in Portfolio Simulation, R
R-3.0.2

R script is a rapidly developing language. Because of this, version control and package management
are common challenges in organizations with many R users who require high-performance
computing services. If the users have downloaded their R environments from CRAN at different
times, or are using features available in the various R packages available in the community,
managing the configuration can become problematic. Because Techila is an autonomic computing
solution, it offers self-configuration for the computing environment and built-in version control of
packages, including input data. This simplifies the management of multi-user systems and horizontal
scalability of the computing environment in R scenarios.

Figure 17 Time used in computing in Portfolio Simulation, R

If we look at the performance data recorded in the 2014 tests, and compare them with the
computing times recorded this year, we can say that generally speaking Linux remains as the better
performing environment for this Portfolio Simulation use-case.
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The comparison shows also the increasing performance of cloud instances over the year. Because
the availability of different operating systems was more limited in 2014 than in 2015, a
comprehensive comparison is not possible. However, we can see that the Linux instances which
represent the newest development this year with their Haswell processors perform 10-25% faster
than the Linux instances with Sandy Bridge architecture tested in 2014.
An interesting observation, which the test team made in the course of these tests is the good
performance of Azure A11 with Linux. This instance type did not excel in MATLAB use-cases, but in
this Portfolio Simulation test-case, it was the fastest cloud instance, only 3% slower than the
reference servers. Because of this, the test team suggests that the Azure A11 with Linux could be an
interesting alternative for R language users who seek for the best performance.
The price/performance graph below displays how the performance of each instance type compares
when the instance price is taken into account.

Figure 18. Price/performance of computing in Portfolio Simulation, R
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3.10 Mixed workload
Based on Techila Technologies’ conversations with customers in the industry, a common
requirement for computing solutions is to establish a single platform, which can serve many
simultaneous users and facilitate collaboration between different business lines. Because the role
of business IT includes in many cases serving several business areas, limiting the focus to individual
test cases presented in this report individually, could provide an incomplete picture.
Because of this, Techila Technologies’ test team thought that it would be useful to make an estimate
of a possible total cost of computing and performance if the workload consists of a mix business
use-cases. In this report, this was done by calculating normalized and averaged performance and
cost statistics.
Techila distributed computing middleware and management solution is a multi-tenant solution with
a priority and policy-based framework, which can be used to automatically assign the optimal
resources to support different computational workloads. When using Techila in business IT, it is
possible to deploy even a heterogeneous computing platform and let Techila to automatically
optimize the computing by use-cases and SLA-based priorities and execution policies. The possibility
of using a heterogeneous computing platform and this optimization were not included in this
analysis in this Chapter.

Figure 19. Normalized time used in computing in the tests
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Figure 20. Normalized price/performance of computing in the tests
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4 Remarks
4.1 More reliability
In the Cloud Benchmark test round performed in 2014, Techila Technologies observed that all cloud
providers were not able to respond consistently to requests of high profile instances. The team
suggested in 2014 that a possible reason for this behavior could have been that the providers are
still building their datacenters.
Now, a year later, when the test team performed similar deployments, they did not face capacityrelated problems anymore. As described in Chapter 4.2, provisioning different instance types takes
different time, but now the instances used in this benchmark test round got deployed consistently.
The team says that this could indicate that all the leading clouds have developed their infrastructure
to a scale, where the platforms can respond even to high requests quite reliably, even if the
customer would be using the service at an on-demand model.
This development is great news to customers. The matured cloud service offerings mean that
customers get more consistent value for their money. But even more importantly for business, this
means that exploring use of cloud-based processing is becoming possible even in business areas
with SLA requirements. In worst case, unreliability of IT could impact the business and mean missed
opportunities and lower profits. Because of this, the team is glad that they can report this year all
cloud platforms responded to resource request consistently.

4.2 Still limitations
In FSI security and compliance are key concerns. All the leading public cloud providers have been
active on listening to customers and implementing features that can align with enterprise
customers’ governance, compliance, and audit requirements.
Because security and compliance can become blockers for cloud strategy, Techila Technologies’
recommends putting these requirements on the table as early as possible. The leading cloud
providers are very large and process-driven enterprises. If the enterprise customer’s IT outsourcing
processes require Service Organization Controls (SOC) reports, knowledge about the vendor’s team,
or ability to walk into the datacenter to perform an audit, it is good to discuss these requirements
with the vendor as early as possible. This will give the vendor and the customer time see if the
processes can be integrated.
Even if the reliability of provisioning cloud services has increased significantly over the last year,
clouds are still not sources of unlimited elasticity. Based on the observations done during this test
round, clouds are very capable to meet fluctuating demands of modern business. However, clouds
are still not ready to support ad hoc demands taken to the extreme. This is especially valid when
using Windows, which is a popular platform in FSI.
When designing the integration of Windows-based cloud resources to enterprise IT it is good to
remember that installation of Windows includes a so-called System Preparation (Sysprep) phase,
which happens when creating a new virtual machine in Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) systems
and in Platform as a Service environments (PaaS) systems. Because of the Sysprep phase, the
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deployment of Windows instances takes usually longer than deployment of similar instances with a
Linux-based system.
There has been discussion about avoiding the time required for Sysprep by leaving IaaS machines in
a “stopped” state when they are not in use. This would take the Sysprep time only in the initial
deployment. When they are needed again, they could be simply started from their previous state.
This solution is technically possible but in FSI, where security and compliance are key concerns,
Techila Technologies wants to remind customers that leaving machines in a stopped state increases
the risk of leaving data on the machine’s stateful disk. If the IaaS machines are deleted, the leading
cloud platforms erase the disks and secure the erased content using advanced processes.
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5 Conclusions
When examining individual test cases based on this benchmark, we can see that not all clouds are
built in the same way. In the real-world business environment, a cloud instance type that excels in
one use-case can give a less optimal performance in another. Because of this, Techila Technologies
is unable to nominate a winning cloud platform or winning instance type based on this benchmark
test round – in each case the winner depends on the use-cases, the requirements of the business,
and the cloud vendor’s ability to integrate with the enterprise’s processes.

Figure 21 Normalized price/performance statistics for each instance type

As illustrated in Figure 21, Azure A11 offers great Linux performance, and AWS c4.4xlarge has an
attractive price/performance ratio. On the other hand, this benchmark test round demonstrated
that in some cases the benefits of fast drive technologies are as critical as computing power. In such
cases, Azure D14 can be an interesting option.
Because clouds are developing rapidly, Techila Technologies recommends that IT architects keep an
eye on the availability of new resources. When cloud vendors introduce new instance types, it may
be useful to run tests on them to see whether the new offerings would benefit your business. Techila
makes it easy to deploy dedicated resources for such tests without interfering with production
systems.
The experiences of the test team during the benchmark test round show that all clouds have been
developed into very capable platforms over the last year. All the cloud platforms are currently able
to respond even to high resource requests.
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Cloud vendors have clearly been listening to their customers and partners, and have aligned their
roadmaps with business requirements. Much attention has been paid to cloud security and support
for industry-specific standards. As a result, the current cloud offerings include versatile mechanisms
supporting the integration of cloud capabilities with the customer’s IT processes.
A common goal among customers in the FSI is the establishment of a single platform which can
support computing across an enterprise. The goal is to eliminate performance barriers and improve
productivity levels from research and development all the way through to production. When a
business operates in rapidly moving markets, computational workloads can fluctuate. Cloud-based
infrastructures have been seen as a potential source of the required flexibility, which cannot be
achieved using a conventional, on-premises data center architecture.
Techila Technologies’ discussions with enterprise IT architects reveal that one of the remaining
roadblocks to cloud computing in the FSI is compliance, particularly the communication of
compliance. Compliance is an area of the FSI in which financial institutions cannot afford to take
risks. The FSI needs to convince regulatory authorities that cloud adoption does not compromise
their ability to manage risks relating to system availability and information security.
Many business users and IT architects rate the mechanisms and processes of the leading cloud
vendors as good overall. In most cases, the leading cloud vendors are able to support integration
with the customer’s IT outsourcing processes, data destruction and leakage prevention have been
designed professionally, and offerings include in-region hosting with versatile Virtual Private Cloud
(VPC) technologies. Because of this, some customers have said that the key remaining roadblock on
the way to the cloud is achieving peace of mind in relation to this business-critical topic.
This benchmark report shows that there are many areas of finance in which cloud-based processing
would benefit business – the use-cases included in this benchmark are just some examples. Other
possibilities include the development of risk models such as VaR and CCR, capital modeling, tracking
of the real-time performance of portfolios, volatility modeling, investigation of interdependencies
and correlations, analyzing the causes of stock prices, and scalable integration of data feeds.
If an organization has not achieved full peace of mind on compliance but is still interested in the
benefits of cloud-based processing, Techila Technologies recommends listing the applicable usecases and investigating which of these deal with sensitive data sets, and which belong to a lower
confidentiality category. Once the cases have been arranged into confidentiality categories, the
exploration of cloud-based processing can begin with the lowest confidentiality class scenarios, and
be extended to other use-cases as the organization feels more confident about the cloud. Such an
incremental process offers the organization a risk-free way of learning about integrating cloud
computing with a business’s systems.
Despite the rapid development of cloud offerings, Techila Technologies does not believe that onpremises servers in in-house data centers will disappear. As illustrated in Figure 21, a right-sized onpremises infrastructure can provide an organization with continuous processing power and
resources, which can be easily assigned to processing even the most highly classified workloads. The
offerings of the leading cloud providers are highly capable. The cloud can offer an overall
performance, almost as good as the reference servers used in this benchmark with an excellent
cost/performance ratio, particularly in the case of fluctuating workloads. Because of this, a hybrid
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IT infrastructure combined with policy-based assignment of resources can be an attractive option
for many companies in the industry.
Techila assigns computing resources according to the priorities and policies defined. With execution
policies, it is possible to define the workloads and data which need to remain on on-premises
servers, strictly within the organization’s firewalls, regions, and other trust zones. Techila also
supports the integration of hybrid IT and the easy exploration of cloud burst capabilities in the case
of workloads where these can be allowed.
Techila Technologies hopes that enterprises exploring uses for the cloud will find this report useful
and that the data it includes supports the development of successful cloud implementations. Techila
Technologies is a pioneer in cloud-powered high-performance computing and has helped many
organizations to integrate cloud-based processing with their IT. Keeping business waiting is
expensive. If you are interested in how Techila can bring rocket speed to your computing, contact
us at www.techilatechnologies.com.
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6 Glossary
Term
AWS
Azure
CLR
CRAN
CSC
EBS
FLOPS
Gbps
GCE
HPC
HT
IaaS
Jini

MKL
Mono

MPI
P2P
PaaS
SOC
SSD
VPC

Description
Amazon Web Services
Microsoft Azure
Common Language Runtime
The Comprehensive R Archive Network
CSC – IT Center For Science
Elastic Block Store
Floating-point Operations Per Second
Gigabits per second
Google Compute Engine
High-Performance Computing
Hyper threading
Infrastructure as a Service
A network architecture for the construction of
distributed systems, also known as Apache
River
Math Kernel Library
A free and open source project to create
standard-compliant
.NET
Frameworkcompatible set of tools
Message Passing Interface
Peer-to-Peer
Platform as a Service
Service Organization Controls
Solid-state drive
Virtual Private Cloud

Table 3 Terminology glossary
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Appendix A Cloud Platform Specifications
A.1

Systems

* http://tinyurl.com/cu4ro4x
** http://tinyurl.com/qfubaar
*** http://tinyurl.com/px2fgkj
**** http://tinyurl.com/ntc3dje
***** http://tinyurl.com/o4tcnmv
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****** http://tinyurl.com/pnacudg
Even if the focus of this benchmark experiment is not in comparing processor specifications,
technical specifications show interesting differences in the cloud architectures. Features, which can
explain differences in specific test cases, include hyper threading (HT) of virtual CPUs and use of
network disk as storage. Please see Chapter 2.2 for an explanation on how the Techila Workers
installation location was chosen.
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Prices

Prices on the cloud market are under a constant change. The cost estimates included in this report
use standard list prices which cloud vendors have published in the Internet. List prices valid at the
date of this document for the cloud instances types included in this benchmark experiment are
presented in the table below. The prices are for datacenters hosted in the European time zone.

* http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/
** http://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/pricing/details/virtual-machines/
*** http://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/pricing/details/cloud-services/
**** https://cloud.google.com/compute/pricing
Many cloud providers offer discounts for users who have sustained use, sign up for a capacity plan,
or sign up for the service with a monetary commitment. Customers who do this can save money
when they trade off some of the elasticity of the cloud and, or commit to a prepayment or minimum
usage over the invoicing period.
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Billable time in cloud is not standardized. All participating cloud platform providers bill for the time,
when the instances are in a “running” state, but the definition of “running” varies. In large-scale and
high-performance computing computing scenarios where the deployments consist of a large
amount of cloud resources, this variance can get amplified.
Amazon has the lowest granularity billing model, where invoicing is rounded up to a full hour. Azure
has the finest granularity, where billing is implemented per minute, rounded up to the nearest
minute. GCE is billed per minute, too, but the minimum billable amount is 10 minutes.
Because the lack of standardization in billable time, and differences in billing models, accurate
calculation of the full TCO of cloud computing is unique to each organization. This estimation is a
complex task, which requires simulation of the organizations computational system workload model
following to the cloud-specific billing definitions. Because the goal of this report is to provide
customers with an easy-to-understand analysis, Techila Technologies’ team decided to focus in the
analysis only on the cost of actual computing.
For this work, the team wrote a simplified formula, which does not take into account the billing
states and billing granularities of different cloud vendors. The simplified formula takes the prices
presented in the table in this Chapter, and assumes that each cloud vendor’s billing granularity
would be one second, which is better than any of them offers in reality. This simplification makes
comparing the cost of different cloud vendors with short test runs more feasible and removes the
need to simulate an artificial longer-term workload as seen in the test round in 2014.
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Appendix B Breakdown of execution times and cloud costs
B.1

General notes

This chapter presents a breakdown of execution times and cost of cloud computing in each test
case. The tests were executed according to Chapter 2.2 Methodology. Cost of cloud computing is
calculated according to the principles presented in Chapter 2.4 Cost of computing.
The tables in this chapter contain following columns:
Cloud Platform
Instance Type
Operating System
USD/ CPU core hour
Wall clock time/ h
Cost (USD)

Simplified Cost (USD)

Cloud environment.
Name of cloud instance in the Cloud Platform offering.
Operating system running on the instance.
Cost of running the cloud instance for one (1) hour, divided with the
number of processor cores on the instance.
Actual amount of time taken to execute the test case. This is equivalent
to timing the test case with a stopwatch.
Actual cost of cloud-based resources used in performing the
computational work, taking into account the billing granularity of the
cloud vendor.
Cost of cloud-based resources used in performing the computational
work, computed using the simplified billing formula described in
Appendix A, Chapter A.2 Prices.
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Portfolio Analytics
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Machine Learning
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Option Pricing
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Backtesting
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Derivatives Pricing
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Fitting A Pricing Model
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Data Driven Insurance Risk Simulation
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Econometric Forecasting
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Portfolio Simulation
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